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Definition Of A Boy

. . . . .............................. . . . . . .. .. . .. .. .
A BOY is a bank where you may deposit your most
precious treasures, the hard-won wisdom, the
dreams for a b·e tter world. Boys can guard and
protect these · and perhaps invest them wisely
and earn a profit longer than you ever
dreamed.

A boy will inherit your world.

All yuur

work will be judged by him. To:morrow he wiLL
take your· seat zn Congress, own your company)
run your town.
§

1

The future is his and through

him. the future zs yours. P~rhaps he deserves
a ltttle more of your attenlton now.

~

- AnonymouJ

=
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FORTY FOOTBALL FUNDAMENTALS
1. A live ball is always in possession of
22. No live ball foul causes referee to blow
a team.
his whistle immediately.
2. A player cannot fumble without having
23. If at least one foul of a double foul is
had possession.
during live ball, the down is always replayed.
3. A live ball is either in player possession
24. Penalty for any single foul may be
or is loose.
declined.
4. A player in possession of a live ball, is
25. Distance penalties are either 5 or 15
a runner.
yards.
5. Referee's whistle seldom kills the ball.
26. Any scrimmage-ki·c k or return-kick
(It is l:!-lready dead).
recovered behind the line may be advanced
6. No foul causes ball to become dead.
by K. orR.
7. No foul causes loss of ball.
27. Touching of a scrimmage-kick or re8. A down begins when ball becomes alive
turn-ki·ck is ignored if in the neutral zone
and ends wihen it becomes dead.
9. No foul automatically causes 1st down or behind K's line. (But suoh touching may
cause ball to be out-of-bounds.)
(Exception: Pass intedt:rence by B.)
28. No kick may be legally batted unles::;
10. Whether next down will be 1st, is determined at the time ball l:;ecomes dead and it is an attempt to block the kirck in the
after considering any act which occurred neutral zone or behind K's line.
29. A free-kick which goes out-of-bounds
during the down.
11. Any foul by the Defense during the is never "short."
30. Rules for the 3 free-kicks are alike.
last timed down of a period gives the Offense
(at the time of the foul) the right to ex- (Exception: Kirck-off cannot score a field
goal.)
tend the period by an untimed down.
31. A free-kick is repeated only after a
12. If a team declines the penalty for a
foul whirch occurs during the last timed down penalty for a foul.
of a period, the period is never extended.
32. If a kick i.s caught by any player after
13. It is always 1st down after R touches any receiver has signalled for a fair catch,
a kick beyond the line (provided no foul ball becomes dead as soon as caught unless
the kirck is touched by K.
occurs) .
33. Fair catch may be made of any free14. Free-kick lines are always 10· yards
apart and scrimmage lines are ball-length kick or of any scrimmage-kick or returnkick which is beyond the line.
apart.
34. Any kick (either scrimmage-kick, re15. Catching is always preceded by touching of the ball, hence if touching kills the turn-kick or free-kick) whi<ch touches someball, the securing of possession of it has no thing while the ball is on or behind R's o-oal
line becotnes dead and is a touch-back~
significance.
35. A kick always ends as soon as any
16. Blocking by either team is always permissible unless it is fair catch or pass in- player secures possession.
terference or is unnecessary roughness.
36. Penalty for all four illegal forward
17. All live ball fouls are penalized by passes is loss of 5, enforcement is always
at spot from which pass was thrown and
the "3 and 1" enforcement principle.
18. All dead ball fouls are enforced at the down is charged if pass is by A.
37. Any :p ass (backward or forward) may
succeeding spot.
19. No penalty directly results in a safety be batted in any direction unless it is by
but if a distance penalty is enforced from an ineligible or is an a:ttempt to gain disbehind the offender's goal line, it is a safety. tance by batting to out-of-bounds.
38. In a pass, the ball must travel in
20. Enforcement for a foul out-of-bounds
flight,
i.e., a handed ball is not a pass.
or in an end zone is the same as enforce39. Linemen are prohibited from advancment for a foul in the field of play.
21. After a distance penalty ball belongs ing beyond the line only during a forward
to team which was in possession at time of pass which crosses the line.
foul (Team possession may then change if
40. A forward pass interference foul can
new series is involved.)
occur only in advance of the line.
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Some Coaching Dilemmas
By Maurice A. Clay
What of the coach's future? Of tenure, of got into games if only for a minute. Anxious
overload, of lack of establisshed policy, of parents, and uncles and aunts, he concluded,
pressures for winning? The theorists have want to see their boys get in the game "if
no answers not aided by "time" or some only to get in and out." Forty parents and
"yonderly thinking" on the part of the families can give stronger support to a good
coach. Below are some of the problems which program of athletics than fifteen; at least
the K entucky coach of today may face. Ac- they could in his town.
cording to Professor M. E. Ligon, the first
What the coa0h in a small high school in
President of the Kentucky High School Ath- a state of small high schools would do with
letic Association, ";Problems do not change. this is another problem but it could be that
It is the approach which must be changed." the State Association in its division qf
What of the future? There is a strong feel- schools this past year in the State Swim
ing that under current conditions, coaching is Meet had the start of an answer to another,
a young man's profession; that there are few equal competition. There seems to be strong
greyhaired gentlemen (unless prematurely disagreement on t1his point but what appears
grey) at the coaching schools; that, at an to be an increasing number of states favor
age when a coa·ch should be expected to bet- a division of competition based upon school
ter understand the boys with whom he size. As was pointed out by Rein in the last
works, he is forced to step out ('some some- issue of the ATHLETE, there is more intimes say up) into another less trying (or valved in equal competition than an opporin isolated cases less ulcerous) career. John tuni·t y to win.
Heber of Lexington's Henry Clay, Ralph
There is always the question of overwork
Mills of Atherton, are exceptions that quick- or overload from the standpoint of co3iching
ly come to mind.
several sports, or of a heavy teaching load.
The coMh who is interested in a future in A lot has been said but less has been done
coaching may be helping to drive himself statistically or practically to relieve the
out of a job if he follows a win-at-all-costs coach of overload, or of complaints that his
approach to the future. Was the authority tea0hing suffered, or particularly that the
wrong who stated that more men lose their coach should not be a teacher of physical
jobs through their conduct than throu ~h education because he is continuously looktheir failure to win?
ing for and coaching new material for his
If Kentucky's schools are not to go out- teams in the .gym class, or that he conducts
side the state for "victims", no more than his class by tossing out a ball.
one-half of them can win more than oneSam Clagg of W•est Virginia, in a master's
half of their games in any given year. Yet thesis, made one of the few studies available
there is no denying that there is a great which included a survey of the effectiveness
competitive urge to win. Let's 1hope that we of the football coa0h as a teacher. His concan keep such an urge and that we can pass elusions were to the general effect that in
it a long with a good example of how to lose the majority of cases the coach is as effecto our boys.
tive as the average teacher, that in approxiOne successful Kentucky coach, practically mately ten percent of the cases studied the
a "dean of coaches" on a basis of service of coach was more effective than the average,
twenty-one years, feels that one sure way to and in a ·c orresponding number of cases was
build up stronger teams (and stronger per- less effective than the average teacher.
sonal support) is to get more boys out. He
This we know. Pradiocally all of our
got more boys out by seeing that more boys coaches teach something in addition to
in spite of immediate pressures for winning
(Continued on Page Ten)
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:From the Commissione'l's Of/ice
Use of Reg·istered Officials
The attention of principals and coaches of
K. H. S. A. A. member schools is called to
the list of registered football officials which
appears in this issue of the ATHLETE. The
use of registered officials is required under
Association rules. K.H.S.A.A. By-Law 22
says: "Member schools shall use registered
officials in all football and basketball games.
Failure to comply with this regulation makes
the home school liwble for suspension."
School men should study the current list of
registered football officials to determine
whether or not all officials with whom contracts have been signed have registered this
fall. Since the list mentioned was compiled
on September 1, the names of officials registering this month will not appear on the
list. Their names will appear in subsequent
issues of the magazine. These officials
should present their 1950 registration cards
to the school men involved if any question
arises concerning the matter.
Football Examinations
Part II of the National Federation football
examination for officials will be given all
over Kentucky on the first Monday in October. Any official who has been registered for
at least one year prior to the current season
is eligible to take the examination and work
for a higher rating.
Last year only thirteen football officials
qualified for the "certified" rating, and five
for the "approved." There are numerous
other excellent football officials in Kentucky
who could receive one of the higher ratings
if they would take the test. Eligible officials
who wish to take the examination should
write to the State Office. Arrangements can
be made for the offidal to take the exam
under a school administrator in his area.

Reciprocity
The K.H.S.A.A. and the West Virginia
H.S.A.A. are continuing their reciprocity
wgreement concerning the registration of officials. This applies to only those officials
who want the "registered" status and not to
those working for the higher ratings. Any
Kentucky official who wants a reciprocity
card which will qualify him to work football
or basketball games in West Virginia should
write to the State Office and send a $1.00
fee for each sport. The fee will be forwarded
to Executive Secretary W. R. Fugitt of the
West Virginia H.S.A.A.
Officials on Probation
Because of their failure to file their I:eports on schools at the end of the 1950
basketball season, 176 registered basketball
officials have been placed on probation for
1950-51. These officials have been warned
that failure to send in their reports at the
end of the 1951 basketball season will probably result in their being refused further
registration in the K.H.S.A.A.
The filing of reports by officials is required under the provisions of K.H.S.A.A.
By-Law 29, Section 9. Many officials each
year fail to file their reports because they
did not work any games in Kentucky during
the preceding season. They think that their
failure to work Kentucky games excuses
them from notifying the State Office accordingly, since there are no games on which
a report is to be made. Since many officials
who do work games fail to file their reports,
there is no way for the State Office staff
to know which officials are actuallv delinquent in their reports unless some notification is received. A letter to the effect that
no Kentucky games were worked is considered a report.
Basketball Clinics
The services of Charlie Vettiner, veteran
clinic director, have been secured bv the
K. H. S. A. A. 'for the 1950 basketball.meetings. All registered basketball officials and
those planning to register for the coming
season are reminded that clinic attendance
is now required. Officials who do not plan
to comply with Association rules by attending clinics in the sport in which they are
registered should not send in their dues.
They will thus not be embarrassed by being
suspended from the Association as many
were last spring. The dates and sites of the
basketball clinics are as follows:
October 22, Newport H. S.,, 2:00, P. M.
October 22, University H. S., 7:30 P. M.
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October 23, Maysville H. S., 2:00 P. M.
October 23, Ashland Y.M.IC.A., 7:30 P. M.
October 24, Pikeville H. S., 2:00 P. M.
October 24, Hazard H. S.,, 7:30 P. M.
October 25, Pineville H. S., 2:00 P. M.
October 25, 'Somerset H. S., 7 :30 P. M.
October 26, Campbellsville H. S., 2 :00 P.M.
October 26, Bowling Green H. S. 7:30 P.M.
Oct. 29, Armory Bldg. Louisville, 2:00P.M.
October 30, Hartford H. S., 2:00 P. M.
October 3'0, B.M.T.H.S., Henderson, 7:30
October 31, Mayfield H. S., 2:00 P. M.
October 31, Madisonville H. S., 7:30 P. M.
Terms of Board Members
Article IV, Section 2-a, of the K.H.S.A.A.
Constitution provides that members of the
Board of Control shall be elected for a period
of four years by vote of the principals of
the member schools in each section. Nominations for membership on the Board, signed
by five principals of the section, shall be
submitted to the Commissioner, for sections
that elect during the year, not later than
January 31. The terms of the present members of the Board of Control expire on the
following dates:
June 30, 1951-James L. Cobb, Carlos
Oakley
June 30, 195'2 -Roy G. Eversole, Carl
Hicks
June 30, 1953-Lyman V. Ginger, C. H.
Arnett
June 30, 1954-T. K. Stone, William E.
Kingsolver
'Delegate Assembly
Article IV, Section 2-b, of the K.H.S.A.A.
!Constitution provides that members to the
Delegate Assembly at the annual meeting
shall be elected by the principals of each
basketball district on ballots distributed by
the Commissioner before October 1 and returned on or before November 15. Delegates
serve for a period of one year, beginning
January 1 immediately following their election. The Delegate Assembly last spring
amended the section to include the following: "Each representative and alternate to
the Delegate Assembly must be a faculty
member of an accredited secondary school
which is in good standing in the K.H.S.A.A.
and the school involved must be a school in
the district which the delegate or alternate
is to represent."

fRegiste'leJ :football eJf/icials
o/ the J{. c9l. S. Ji. Ji.---1950
(List Compiled September 1)
Adams, Roy, 534 •F orum Ave., Louisville
Alcorn, 1M. H., Jr., Hazard
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Allen, A. D., 21 Ashton, .So. Ft. Mitchell
A:mmon, Paul G., Burlington Pike, Florence
Anderson, James A., Jr., 3.644 Old Orchard Drive,
Ashland
Arion, Joseph P., 2439 Kenilworth Ave., Norwood 12,
Ohio
Bach, .Leonard, •6224 Collegevue, Cincinnati 24, Ohio
Ballard, Robert A., 42 Fitch, Winchester
Banko, Gus, 201161 E. Michigan, Evansville, Indiana
Barlow, J •a mes L., 356 N. Broadway, Georgetown
Bass, Willar-d, 5804 Ridge, Cincinnati 13, Ohio
Bauer, Richard E., 703 :S. E. Second, Evansville,
Indiana
Beiersdorfer, Jim, 5517 Surrey Ave., Cincinnati,
Ohio
Bell, Thomas P., 466 Henry Clay Blvd., Lexington
Bennett, Howard, 95•5 South 6th St., Mayfield
Betz, Richard I., 157 N. Arcadia Park, Lexington
Blanton, Homer, 3010?2 Lock Ave., Catlettsburg·
Blersch, George E., 60·24 Grand Vista Ave., Cincinnati 13, Ohio
Boeh, William, 3804 MacNicholas Ave., Deer Park,
Ohio
Boemker, ·R obert, Box 385 Ma-dison Pike, Covington
Bolyard, William T., Box 423, Barbourville
Bourn, Dick, 6251 Graceland, Cincinnati 13, Ohio
Brakefield, Walter, Evarts
Bri'chler, Joseph A., 3748 Beekman, Cincinnati, Ohio
Broderick, Carroll, 1036 State St., Bowling Greet
Bruce, James C., 216 Arbbor Park Drive, Louisville
Brumfield, Bernard R., 1146 Cooper Drive, Lexington
Buchanan, William H., 215 High St., .B arbourville
Cain, Paul D., 1010 Crest Circle, Cincinnati, Ohio
Carlson, David A., 415 :South 16th St., Paducah
Carroll, Thomas John, 1917 Deerwood, Louisville
Carter, Richard C., 101 S. Burns, Winchester
Cissna, Edmund, Jr., Chrisney, [tndiana
Clark, R. N., Pikeville
Clay, 0. K., 235 E. :Second Ave., Williamson, W. Va.
Cloud, Robert H., 315 Cassidy, Lexington
Coleman, Duke, 842. Beaumont, !Harrodsburg
Combs, Travis, 403 Mound St., Harlan
Cook, ·E. C., Highland Ave., Georgetown
Corn, Clarence Edwin, 810 South .6 th St., Ironton,
Ohio
Cover, Harry E., 2701 Madison Rd., Cincinnati, Ohio
Cox, Layton, 926 Highland Park Drive, Lexington
Creasey, Fred, Box 11, Selbree
Crum, Edward, 4034 Valley View Drive, Louisville l(i.
Cummins, Joshua W., 83.6 E. High, Lexington
Deaver, John W., Station [H., Box 55, Louisville
DeVault, Don, 3017 E. Walnut :St., Evansville, Indiana
Doll, Howard D., V. A. Hospital, Ft. Thomas
Dreyer, John J., 3305 Lookout Drive, Cincinnati,
Ohio
Dunning, Carl F., 1Sr., 3397 Erie Ave., Cincinnati 8,
Ohio
Durkin, Jack H., 564 Longview Drive, Lexington
Ellis, Thoma·s B., 100 Wallace Ave .. , Covington
Engle, Orville, 208 Tenn. Ave., Pineville
Feige, Al, 22'12' Kaelin, Louisville
Fenili, Vasco J., C & S, T. A. S., Ft. Knox
Fischer, Edward .R., 1025 N. Drive, Kirkwood 22, Mo.
Fleming, James, 181 Bk. 1S t., 1F leming
Forsythe, Robert, Browder
Frank, Louis P., 928 Howland, Louisville
Frecka, Toby, ·505 N. 5th St., Ironton, Ohio
Freihaut, He:ronan, 2601 N. Heideibach, Evansville,
Indiana
Gant, W. G., Jr., c/ o Catron !Motor Co., Corbin
Garrity, E. F., 105 Bradford St., Charleston, W. Va.
Gillespie, Robert C., .B ox 485, Pikeville
1
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Gish, Delmas, '204 West Third, Central City
Goettel, George A., 2315 Payne St., Louisville
Gosiger, Paul, 3036 Linview, Cincinnati, Ohio
Grause, J. Ben, Jr., 2828 Queen City Ave., Cincinnati 38, Ohio
Green, Tom H., 612 Jackson, Georgetown
Greene, Omar Paul, Box 58, By-Pro
Greenslait, James W., Brown St., Raceland
Greenlee, 0. C., 105 Wilson Court, Huntington, W.
Va.
Greer, Charles F., 100 Nolin Place, Louisville
Hall, !Denzil, E. Main, Cumberland
Hall, Joe M., 303 Cedar, Fulton
Hardman, Hunter, Marshall College, Huntington,
W.Va.
Halliday, John E., 63 Cedar Street, Gallipolis, Ohio
Harris, Gene, 111 Riverside Drive, Russell
Hartley, William E., 1121 Marshall, Evansville,
:Indiana
Head, John W., 501 Kingston, Louisville
Hellard, George,Jr., .572 Longview Drive, Lexington
He1jb, Pete, Jr., 320 - 2·1 st St., Ashland
Hicks, Edmund, 4532 .S. Third, Louisville
Hoendorf, R L., 2816 Jefferson, Cincinnati, Ohio
Hofstetter, Joe, 1423 W. 4th Ave., Williamson, W.Va.
Hogan, John E., 807 Schmidt Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio
Holeman, D. tFletcher, 3'29 Poplar, Dawson Springs
Huber, Kenneth, 212·2 .W. Virginia, E\Vansville•,
Indiana
Hudson, Bob, 217 .South Kerth Ave., Evansville,
Indiana
Insko, James Harold, 8th & High Sts., Paris
Janning, Robert L., 1070 Alta:v ia, Covington
Johnson, Bernard, .204·6 Clays Mill Rd., Lexington 60
Johnson, Charles F., Box 355, Benham
Johnson, James M., Box 367, Jenkins
Jones, Cloyde C., Y. M. C. A., Henderson
Kathman, Bernie, 111 W. Fifth St., Cincinnati 2_,
Ohio
Keller, Herman F., 2105 E . Mulberry, Evansville 14,
Indiana
Kimble, Frank, Box 2173, Williamson, W. Va.
Kraesig, .R aymond A., 9·27 Ardmore, Louisville
Lambert, Kenneth, 1012 S. E. Second' St., Evansville,.
Indiana
IJancaster, Harry C., 411 Rosemont, ,L exington
Lawson, Carl E., ,s. \Main St., Harlan
Leach, :Sergius, 103 Staton Ct., Nicholasville
Lindloff, Gilbert E., 41:20 :Hillview Ave., Shively
Linker, Joe D., 607 South tF ifth St., Louisville
Litteral, Ova B., Box 548, Corbin
Longenecker, David M., 3910 Olympic, Louisville
McCollum, Roibert G., 122 South Hanover, Lexington
McCowan, Connell, :R. 1, Corlbin
McFarland, J. H., 1122 Center, Bowling Green
McGhee, Laurence, Box 399, Liberty
McGlasson, Galen, Hebr·on
McKown, C. H., 127 Roa.n oke Circle, Wayne, W.Va.
McMillan, J. tN., Y. M. C. A., Ashland
Maddox, Harry, 903 Cardinal Drive, Evansvi.lle,
Indiana
Mahan, Boyd W., 23 :Lloyd Ave., Florence
Manar, Fred M., Jr., 723 - 13th St., Bowling Green
Mayhew, Happy. !Barbourville
Mathis, Curtis W., 31'6 Clover St., :Harlan
Miller, Reed S., 1651 Edenside, Louisville
Milliken, John IS., Jr., 2609 Kings Highway, Louisville
Moellering, Louis H., 6·508 Crest Ridge Circle, Cincinnati, Ohi·o
Morgan, Hosea, 24'23 Broadway, Paducah
Morris, Bob, 2123 Garter, Ashland

Mulligan, J. T., Hebron
lVlussman, .Ka!pn, '/Uti ~ • . 21st St., Covington
l~apier, Karl, velma., 'l'ennessee
Nau, bill, Barbourville
Neal, Gene, ~v;n woodburn, Cincinnati, Ohio
Nimmo, Lo, 1516 Aa·a ms Ra., Cmcmnat1 iH, Uhio
Nonnemacher, Pete, Booneville
.Nord, Edwin M., Jr., 1211 Krieger, Louisville
O'rtara, John K, 4U11 Clark, bellevue
Umer, .Billy W .. , Ll:t. 5, Madisonville
O'Neal, Bud, 18~0 ::lherwood, Louisville
Oxley, Lus, 420· Broadway, Hazard
Parker, U\1. L .. , 3240 Harnson, Paducah
Patrick, Charles C., R 2, Lexington
Perdue, William P., 221 South 11th, Murray
Perry, Alfred L., 3~1 Meadow Lane, Elizabethtown
Pike, John, Central, Harlan
Pinson, Eugene, 333 Sycamore St., Pikeville
Porter, Frank W., 803 Poplar St., Kenova, W. Va.
Porter, W. E., iEarle iHotel Bldg., Bowling Green
Pursifull, Cleophus, ,R. 1, .Loyall
Radjunas, Stan, Morehead
Ramsey, Albert K., 519 E. ·Oak, Louisville
.R atte11man, .Bernard W., 1222 So. 41st, ·L ouisville
Reams, William E., Box 644, Lynch
Reece, Alfred M., Jr., 580 hosemill Drive, Lexington 33
Robertson, Everett, 341 Etna St., Russell
Rogers, J. B., 2560 5th St. Rd., Huntington, W. Va.
Rolph, Harold J., 915 :S. 7th, Ironton, Ohio
Rose, Alfred Wm., 5713 Washington Ave., Evansville,
Indiana
Rose, Andy, ;Div. ·o f ·Recreation, Central Park, Louisville
Rose, James Joseph, 456 Park Ave., Lexington
Rothschild, Charles, 1111 Commercial, Cairo, Ill.
Rudolph, Fred, Jr., 1205 Lydia St., Louisville
Russell, Eugene D., 1106 Gallia St., Portsmouth,
Ohio
Sankey, Lee R., R. 1, Sullivan
Sauter, Harold S., 1227 Crown, Louisville
Saylor, Ben H., P. 0. Box 383, Corbin
Saylor, Emanuel, Loyall
Schmidt, C. J. 5544 Surrey Ave., Cincinnati 11, Ohio
Schmitt, tiC tF .,. 63:6 So. 40th, Louisville
Schuette, Frederick, R. 3, Henders·on
Schuhmann, Joseph R., 119 N. 42nd, Louisville
Schultz, Edward, 6910 Gloria Drive, Cincinnati 24,
Ohio
Schutz, John J., Jr., 4117 River Park Drive, Louisville
Scullen, Allan R., Student Officer Co., The Armored
!School, Ft. Knox
Shaw, John H., 219 East Lee, Mayfield
Shaw, Stanley E., 44•60 W. 8th St., Cincinnati 5,
Ohio
Sheehan, Jim, Jr., <Box 375, <Danville
Shields, Paul, Jr., ,R. ·5, Lexington
Showalter, John, 116 Military, Georgetown
Siekmann, Robert, 4026 Paxton Ave., Cincinnati 9,
Ohio
Smith, Edgar J., Farmview Ave., Buechel
Smith, W. J., 260 Court St., ,L awrenceburg
Springer, Irvin, 959 S. Kentucky Ave., Evansville,
Indiana
Steers, Roy L., Franklin
Stevens, Paul B., Dawson Springs
Stone, Clifton, R. 3, Oak Hill Rd., Evansville,
Indiana
•Susott, Wilfred A., 2837 Pennsylvania, Evamwille 12,
Indiana
(Continued on Page Six)
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1950 Football Rules Changes
RULE 1: Ball measurements are listed. "last year for free-kicks) encourages rough
Reason: Top grade balls do not fit the metal play and punching the ball from the hands
templet. Coaches have demanded a ball with of a runner in an attempt to score a cheap
a short-circumference of 21 inches and prac- touchdown.
Ball does not become dead when the Detically none are made with a 211;2 inch shortcircumference as shown on the formerly pic- fense recovers a fumble. Ball may be adtured templet. Such ball cannot be properly vanced, regardless of whether the fumble
gripped by the normal high school player. is recovered in flight or after it has touched
RULE 3: The making of a fair catch does the ground. Reason: Other game conditions
not give a team the right to have a period have changed to remove the original reasons
extended. But if there is fair catch inter- for declaring the ball dead after a fumble
ference, the foul gives the offended team the has touched the ground and is recovered
right to extend the quarter provided the by the Defense. The alleged safety factors
team chooses the awarded fair catch rather in the former dead ball provision do not
than the 15-yard distance penalty. If they exist.
RULE 6: A runner may not kick the ball
choose the 15-yard penalty, the period is not
extended. Reason: Since the making of a after 'he has advanced it beyond the line. If
fair catch is not a foul, there seems to be such a kick is attempted it is illegally kickno more reason for extending the quarter ing the ball and carries a 15-yard penalty as
than there would be for any other legal play in · 9-4-2. Reason: Such a play has not been
used and it would be dangerous if attempted.
such as catching a kick and downing it.
In 3-4-2, Referee may stop the clock to There are advantages in having similar conhave a player examined if he appears to be ditions for a legal forward pass and a scrimin distress. If he does this, the time-out is ma~e-kick.
A fair catch cannot be made after the
charged to the team.
3-5-2 lists the situations when the clock kick has been touched by K. If K first
is started when the hall is ready-for-play 't ouches the kick in flight, it is fair catch
rather than when the ball is snapped. If interference and t'he touching by K gives R
the clock is stopped because of any foul the right to catch or recover the kick and
which is listed as delay of game, the clock advance. Reason: There was some objection
starts when the ball is ready. Such fouls in- to last year's rule because it was claimed
clude illegal substitutions, excess time-out that after R has muffed a kick, it is natural
and replacement of an injured player when for all players to attempt to catch or recover.
no time-out is charged. An official's time-out It was further claimed that it makes an
for action such as a measurement is also in- awkward situation if while the ball is boundcluded. It is customary for the Referee to ing in the air after a muff, some player
notify the teams that it is time to play at should attempt to signal for a fair catch
the end of 11;2 minutes of a charged time-out when no signal had been given prior to that
but the clock does not start until the ball is time.
RULE 7: Encroachment on the neutral
snapped (which is usually about 2 minutes
zone applies to situations in which a player
after the clock was stopped).
If the clock is stopped because of an oc- charges across his scrimmage line and
currence such as an out-of-bounds and, if touches an opponent or the ball or hinders
this should then be followed by a measure- an opponent from taking his desired position.
ment, the clock is not started until the ball Encroachment is one of the few fouls which
is snapped since the original cause for stop- occurs before the snap and which, therefore,
gives the Referee the right to blow his
ping the clock was the out-of-bounds.
RULE 4: Any kick, including any free- whistle to prevent the ball from going into
kick, becomes dead when it touches any- ·p lay. Reason: Last year, the rules referred
thing while the ball is on or behind R's goal to "snap interference." The ·t erm "encroachline. Reason: There seems to be no good rear- ment" is better understood.
son for treating a scrimmage-kick different
Refer·e nce to "use of unusual variation of
from a free-kick as far as the end zone is starting signals" has been omitted. Reason:
concerned. Attempts to do this have caused There was no agreement as to the meaning
confusion. Also, t'he allowing of a kick to of the expression. Any unfair deception is
remain alive in the end zone (as was done covered under "false start".
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7-3-2 gives the end more liberty than he
had last year. As far as right to receive a
ball which is handed forward is concerned,
there are no restrictions on the players on
the end of the line, provided there is at least
one player between such end and the snapper.
In an unusual formation in which the end
,b ecomes the snapper or in which he is adjacent to the snapper, he is restricted the
same as any center, guard or tackle. Reason:
Customary end-around plays require the end
to move diagonally out of the line in receiving a forward-handed ball. There is no
reason for handicapping him by requiring
that he move both feet in turning directly
toward his own goal before receiving the
forward-handed ball.
The penalty for pass interference includes
a provision whereby an additional 15 yards
may be added to the first 15-yard penalty
if pass interfer·ence is also unsportsmanlike.
Reason : This takes care of the claim that a
player might deliberately commit pass interference in certain situations where a receiver is near a 1g oal line. In actual practice,
the intentional committing of forward pass
interferenoe is a poor gamble. The assessing
of the additional penalty is rare because the
penalty is severe enough without it. Even
without interference, only a small percentage
of such passes are completed.
RULE 8: A new play under 8-3-3 outlines
the only ease in which a safety situation
might develop during a try-for-point. Reason: To make it clear that during a try, the
ball becomes dead as soon as in possession
of B. Under the new fumble rule, B could
avoid a safety in the normal timed down but
during a try, the ball becomes dead because
the try ends. Another unusual twist to the
try-for-point applies to the freak case where
A might run in the wrong direction and
score a safety. No points for B are counted.
RULE 9: Item g of 9-3 covers the situation where a team is not ready to play at the
time scheduled for a half to begin. Reason:
This act could be considered delay of game
but if it were, the penalty would be only 5
yards. Such penalty is not severe enough.
Hence, the act is listed under unsportsmanlike conduct.
RULE 10: In determining whether two
fouls constitute a double-foul or a multiplefoul, the dividing line is considered the time
the measurement for the first foul is completed or is declined. Reason: It would be
possible for a team to commit the second
foul while the Referee is explaining the pen-

alty or after he has started to step off the
penalty. It is simpler to treat this second
foul as one of the elements of a double or
multiple-foul.
REGISTERED FOOTBALL OFFICIALS
(Continued from Page Four)
Taylor, Rumsey B., Jr., 704 Locust St., Princeton
Tehan, Dan, 1437 California, Cincinnati, Ohio
Thompson, A. W., 215 W. Adair St., Louisville
Thompson, E. Paul, 2G24 Blac"IDburn, Ashland
Thompson, Jack, 2347 Saratoga, Louisville
Thoonpson, Jac·k F., Jr., 1310 Rammers, Louisville
Thompson, Ralph, 5599 .Surrey, Cincinnati 11. Ohio
T:h ornton, Cecil A ., Box 710, Harlan
Timmons, Alfred C., 6929 Gloria Drive, Cincinnati
24, Ohio
Tipton, Andrew K., Apt. Q 2 Green Tree Manor,
Louisville
Trammel, Thomas J., Box 451, Benham
Tyler, Hugh W., Sumpter Ave., Bowling Green
Vennari, Paul, 239 ;/z 'S. Heber St., Beckley, W. Va.
Vinson, William Jarrell, Box 245, Wayne, W. Va.
Watson, John T., 1808 - 16th St., Huntington, W . V.
Watson, Ronald L., 1905 Stringtown Rd., Evansville,
Indiana
Weber, Edward H., 3707 St. Germaine Ct., Louisville 7
Weddle Bob Pikeville
Welch Bill 1027 Fairbanks Cincinnati 5, Ohio
Wellman, Earl, 504 13th Ave., Huntington. W.Va.
Whipple, Lloyd G., 216 S. Frederick, Evansville,
Indiana
Williams, James Henry. 342 E:t na, Russell
Williams. Reid V. Mt. Hermon
Wilson, Robert R., 311 College, Wiinchester
Wurtz, Emil H., 18 E. 4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio

Cong-ratulations to Tennessee
The work of the Tennessee Secondary
School Athletic Association has had a rapid
and healthy expansion during; the past Revera! years. It was only a few years ago that
a full-time assistant executive office was
authorized. Under the competent direction
of Foster Bridges and his Board of Control. the work has g-rown to the point where
a full-time assistant executive is needed.
The nosition was authorized at the spring
meeting of the Board of Control. Webb Porter acoepted the position of Assistant Executive Secretary beginning- Julv 1, 1950. Mr.
Porter has been connected with the Nashville
Public Schools. He has been active in officiating and coaching in all of the sports as well as
having had experience in managing baseball teams. He will devote a great deal of
attention to the planning and supervising
of football, basketball and baseball meetings
and clinics as well as assisting in other activities of the association.
Mr. Porter has been a registered basketball official in the K. H. S. A. A. since 1945.
He holds the "Certified" rating.
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The Flying Dutchman
By Charlie Vettiner

'J

\

'

Here's your flying Dutch friend emerging from a heavy Jdferson County Recreation summer program to get back into the
athletic activity of the K.H.S.A.A.
As the cooling fall breezes usher in the
pi1gskin season we note that Ralph Mills,
this ·c olumn's pick for the best line-backerupper of all time, is now coaching in Louisville.
Dallas Arnold, who did one of the best
football coaching jobs in Kentucky at Fairdale last season, may be missing this year.
A marine, with the purple heart, the goodnatured fellow is being beckoned again by
Unde Sam.
It js a small world. You're likely to run
into anybody anywhere. Checked into the
the Hotel Sherman a week ago in the windy
city and ran smack dab into genial Ralph
Dorsey, the basketball wizard of Horse Cave.
"'Dhe Eagle" explained that he had been in
attendance at the coaching school at Logansport, Indiana, and had dropped over to Chicago to see the White Sox play.
In Hazard people are praising little
"Curly-head" Lus Oxley for the job he has
done for kids this summer in the recreation
field, while in Harlan ole reliable Ray Mills
is reaping the same compliments for the
same kind of a chore.
At Glasgow you'll find the old flash, Paul
Walker, as the new recr,e ation director repla;cing Miller Harmon who accepted a
$7500 a year recreation job at Independence,
Kansas; and that Harmon guy has only been
out of the University of Louisville for a year.
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For years Bill Utley, the King of Western
Kentucky basketball arbiters, has been
threatening to retire. Year before last he
actually did <but was drafted last year by
coaches who just couldn't do without good
ole Bill. Now it's definite. The old master
has hung up his whistle and this striped shirt
for good; and take it from the Dutchman,
he's gonna be missed.
It kinda brings a lump to your throat
when news drifts in that another of the old
guard has "called it a day." Memories come
back of the hundreds of games which offered 0hallenges and how those courageous
arbiters met them with smiles and determination. Right now your Dutch friend
pauses to salute Bill Utley, one of the best
Kentucky will ever know, and say: "Well
done to a swell guy who called them the
way he saw them and a fellow I'm proud to
call my friend."
Remembering all of the unselfish things
Madisonville's Bill Utley has done for kids
on their way up and for fellows fighting for
a break the Flying Dut~hman takes great
pride in announcing that the Honor Cob
Pipe for September goes to Bill.
Funny things occur when you drift around
the ·c ountry. Last month we had a couple of
bus loads of teenagers on our Camp-On-Tour
to Niagara Falls and Canada,, . and stopped
for dinner in the Netherland Plaza in Cincinnati. Said the waiter, "You fellows know
Paul Jenkins who used to coach at Male
High? I'm his brother."
Here is a good spot to pay tribute to the
job Lyman Ginger is doing with the football rules clinks for 't he K.H.S.A.A. Oakley
Brown, who served as chairman for the
Louisville ·clinic, told the Dutchman that this
year's clinic was not only the best he has
seen Lyman ,c onduct but that it was a masterpiece. In case you didn't know it this fellow Ginger has plenty on the ball in a lot
of ways.
Speaking of clinks, mark your calendars
for the date of your basketball clinic. The
itinerary is listed in tJhis issue of the Athlete,
and your Dutch friend is looking forward
to seeing all of you coaches and officials
along the route. Did you know that the
"Arguinest" bunch of whistlers in Kentucky
(and the world, for that matter) attend the
Northern Kentucky clinic at Newport. Any
of those guys will argue at the drop of the
hat, but much of Kentucky's best officiating comes from Northern Kentucky. They
(Continued on Page Twelve)
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The School For Basketball Officials
September 8-9-10, Male High Gymnasium
At the time this issue of the magazine
went to press, plans were being completed
for Kentucky's second annual School For
Basketball Officials. The dates were September 8-9-10, and Charlie Vettiner, for many
years the director of the state clinics, was
instructor at the school.
THE PLAN
The plan proposed to improve high school
officiating in Kentucky and aid in uniform
interpretation of the rules is briefly stated
as follows:
1. Sixteen officials, chosen by the K. H.
S. A. A. from the sixteen regions of Kentucky, are brought to Louisville at the expense of the Association to study in an officials' School and learn by doiillg.
2. These officials learn to officiate uniformly by watching demonstrations of the
correct way of calling fouls and violations
and by actually officiating themselves. Each
of the sixteen officials will work in · games
during the three day school period.
.3. After the completion of this state-wide
school these officials will go back to their
respective sixteen regions and conduct
schools for their own regions. All of the
officials of the sixteen Kentucky regions are
requested to attend the school in their own
region.
4. While this second state-wide Officials'
School is conducted primarily for the sixteen invited officials, all interested in officating are invited.
5. There will be four sessions: 2 :'00 P. M.,
Friday; 9 :00 A. M., Saturday; 2:00 P. M.
Saturday and 2:00 P . M., Sunday. A luncheon
is arranged for officials at the Kentucky
Hotel on Saturday, September 9th, at 12:30
P.M.
6. Four 'high school teams from the new
Eastern High School of Jefferson County
coached by Earl Duncan, Fairdale's 1950
state tournament team coached by Harry
Hardin, Valley High coached by J. C. Cantrell and Fern Creek coached by Charlie
Ruter will engwge in an Officials' School
Tournament on Saturday and Sunday, September 9th and lOth.
7. The sixteen state-wide officials will
work these games.
8. In each tournament gam e there will
be numerous interruptions. The games will
1

be stopped eaC'h time there is a questionable
decision. The decision will be criticized by
the instructor. All coaches and non-working
officials have whistles which they will blow
to stop the game at any time to ask questions
on officiating.
9. The sixteen officials invited will b e
called Official No. 1, Official No. 2, etc.,
with numbers corresponding to the respective regions from whence they come. In
pairing officials for games the instructor
plans that no two officials work more than
one time together. The two officials work
one quarter together in ·e ach of their games.
10. Everyone interested in attending the
school as observer is wekome.
THE PROGRAM
Friday, September 8, 2:00 }>. M.
1. Interpretation of the 1950-51 rules
changes.
2. How officials should team together.
3. Learning how to make uniform decisions.
At this meeting the following demonstrations will be given:
I. Demonstra;tion of personal contacts which
are aocidents and not fouls:
1. AI and Bl dive for a loose ball and
make personal contact. (Accident)
2. AI and Bl jump high in the air in an
attempt to catch a pass thrown by B2. Al
falls against B2 in a bona fide effort to
catch the ball. (Accident)
3. Situation same as above except that
AI intentionally uses his body on Bl in an
effort to catch the ball. (Foul)
II. Proper calling of held ball and uniform
tosses by officials:
1. When AI and Bl are attempting to gain
possession.
2. When Al is holding the ball in an attempt to kill time and Bl takes his proper
guarding stance.
3. Tossing the ball properly to a consistent height for all jump balls.
III. The dividing line through the middle of
the court:
1. AI pivoting backward and forward
across the dividing line.
2. AI shoots at the basket and the ball
rebounds to the back court without touching another player. (Legal Return)
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3. Al has the ball out of bounds in the
front court and passes directly to A2 in the
back court. (Legal)
4. Al and Bl are jumping. Al tips the
ball to the floor, catches it on the rebound
and dribbles or passes the ball to the back
court. (Legal)
5. Al and Bl are jumping. Al tips the
ball to A2 who passes it to A3. A3 dribbles
or passes the ball to the back court. (Illegal)
IV. Charging fouls by offense and fouls by
defense:
1. Bl holds his position and Al dribbles
into him. (Charging)
2. Bl establishes his position on the floor,
Al dribbles toward Bl but Bl jumps into
path ' of Al before Al has an opportunity to
change his direction. (Foul by defensive
man)
·
3. Bl establishes his position beneath Al's
basket. Al dribbles in and jumps in the air
for a aip shot. Al comes down on top of
Bl who held his position (Charging)
4. Situation is the same as No. 3 only Bl
shifts so that Al will come down of top of
him. (Foul by defensive man)
5. Bl and B2 take positions next to each
other. Al attempts to dribble between them
and causes contact. (Charging)
6. Al dribbles down the center of the
floor to the foul circle where Bl has established his position. Al jumps high in the
air., shoots at the basket and comes down
on top of Bl who held his position. (Charging)
7. Situation is same as No. 6 ex'Cept Bl
shifted so that Al would come down on top
of 'him. (Foul by defensive man)
8. Bl takes a position on the floor with
his arms or elbows extended parallel to
floor. In attempting to dribble by, Al makes
contact with outstretched arms or elbows.
(Foul by defensive man)
Saturday, September 9, 9 :00 A. M.
Actual practice in game officiating, Eastern vs. Fern Creek.
While the tournament games are in progress the four coaches of the teams as well
as the fourteen non-working officials will
have whistles. At any time during the games
any of the coache·s or officials may sound
their whistles to question decisions or to
point out things they saw whi'Ch the working
officials missed. (The coaches should enjoy this privilege thoroughly. They may
never have this opportunity again.) Whenever there is controversy t•h e decision of the
School's Instructor will be final and official.
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The following extraordinary problems will
arise during the games: (a) an unruly coach,
(b) a booing sideline, (.c) a single "nasty"
heckler, (d) a fis~t fight on the floor, (e)
an irate fan starts argument with officials
after game.
Saturday, 12:30 P. M.
Luncheon at Kentucky Hotel
Saturday, 2 :00· P M.
Game officiating, Fairdale vs. Valley
Sunday, Septembe·r 10, 2:00 P. M.
Consolation and championship games.
1. Discussion of importance of regional
schools and clinics.
2. Question and answer period.
Officials Like Ratings
When school men send in their reports on
offidals on which are checked the faults of
some officials receiving "Fair" and "Poor"
ratings, these faults are tabulated for each
official involved and the officials are notified accordingly. Many officials show a fine
spirit when they receive these suggestions,
as evidenced in letters to the State Office.
One football official writes: "Your rating
chart on football officials, pointing out
specific shortcomings in their work, is an
excellent idea and, in my case, certainly enlightening. I am sure that the criticisms
that I received are true, but I only realized
I was making one of them. The others I
have made a definite attempt to avoid as I
have tendencies in that direction."
A basketball official says: "I appreciate
your letter telling me of my faults in officiating. I am sure it will be a great help to
me in this coming year. You have a wonderful system, and any time you can give me
advice I will greatly appreciate it."
Another basketball official writes: "A
few days ago, I received the constructive
criticism sheet, and thank you for calling
to my attention the faults which the coaches
noted. I will do the very best that I can to
improve according to their suggestions . . .
It is encouraging to see your office take action against the delinquent officials. Such
action will make for a better officials group
and better officiating in the Association in
the future. Personally I have always tried
to take my job as a basketball official as
serious as I practice my profession. An official owes it to the coach, the players, the
school and the Association to give the very
best that he has to offer. We have too many
officials who are not willing to make the
sacrifice that it takes to become a good
official."
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SOME COACHING DILLEMMAS
(Continued from P&ge One)

coaching, and coaches are increasingly required to meet the same general academic
standards of training as other teachers. An
effective teaching job is another sound approach toward professional recognition,
academic acceptability, and a more stable
future for the coach. It is a slightly 'hopeful
sign that there seems to be some support
for the idea that the staff member who
works late may arrive late or that staff
members with "extra" duties may be rightfully relieved of some teaching load.
In defense of the coach, someone once
observed that the difference between the
coach and the average teacher was that the
coach hopes the individual will improve and
sets about to get some improvement, the inference being that the average teacher merely hoped for improvement. Admittedly the
comparison is ill drawn. Rome Rankin, now
of the University of Maine, contends that,
even if the coach is selfish and forgets the
contributions he may make to the student,
he would make equally diligent effort in his
coaching and in his teaching or in the organization of a strong program of physical
education or of intramurals as a basis for
his future athietk teams, or, in his personal
future, period.
'.Dhe average coach may decide that he is
fortunate to have an increasing ac-ceptance
of the educational potentialities of his fi·eld
by general educators, and may seek to tie
his program as close to education as possible
by ma:king it educationally justifiable. He
may seek to know mol'e of the educational
possibilities of other fields with whom some
coaches have warred, music for example. He
might decide that a cooperatively built
school program s·c hedule may not only be
more pleasant but more profitable to that
general end, the boys with whom the whole
school works.
He may decide too that a prof·ession is
based upon at least two things, a code of
ethics and special training, and that the individual who goes higher than the general
profession of which he is a part is rare. He
may believe that even if he is selfish he will
become a working part of any organization
that seeks to raise the standards of his
calling, the K.H.S.A.A., the Kentucky
Coaches Association., the K.E.A., the Kentucky Association for Health, Physical Education and Recreation. It is gratifying to
note that although we hav•e n't gone as far as
Indiana, for example, in the certification of

coaches, the coach is now required to be a
certified member, if not a regular member,
of the school faculty.
The coach may be faced too with an administrator who refuses· to ac•c ept any of
the responsibility for the outcomes of athletics or for the community pressure for
winning teams.
Despite longer experience, some of it perhaps in coaching, some school administrators seem willing to let the beginning coaCih
flounder around s•eeking to know what
policies for athletics are acceptable in a
given school concerning the giving of awards,
toward lengths of schedules and transportation, and the other details that go along
with coaching. The academic people teach
the beginner that it is a good idea to find
out what the administrator wants., and some
effort made in writing down standards acceptable to the particular community, to the
school board and to the school administrator would tend not only toward more understanding on the part of the coach but of the
administrator and the<s•chool board as well.
It would further insure some continuity of
policy when the coa:0h moves along. This is
to suggest too that the coach be in on the
policy making and that policies be subject to
review and not encrusted and time overripened.
The coach who must stand alone or who
chooses to make all of the decisions may be
expected to make more mistakes than are
made through group action. To the extent
that the administrator is willing to work
with, to give ·c ounsel to and support the
coach, he may expect rewards in better understanding, more support by and more
wholesome school relations~hips from the
coach.
Finances, personal and athletic, are always pr.e sent problems. The chances are that
the coach who expects financial gain other
than a living will not be satisfied. Additional
professional training for advancement and
the need for attendance at coaching schools
to keep abreast of the Split-T and modern
basketball may make for a real hardship,
particularly for the man with a family. One
school administrator recently met the complaint of other teachers on the pay of the
coach with a "time-on-the-job" spent analysis. '.Dhe coach, hour for hour, was drawing
less pay than the averwge teacher though
his product was up for immediate and sometimes critical appraisal. Like all teachers, the
coach must eat twelve months whether paid
for twelve or not.
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It would appear that in many Kentucky
high schools the support for some or all of
bhe other than standard offerings of the
curriculum (debate, dramatics, etc.) hinges
around athletic gate receipts, principally
basketball. Athletics finance maintenance
and even building funds in some instances.
Complaint is frequently made that the principal may be the chief of finance, may keep
the extent of revenue and of expenditures a
near secret. The necessity for the first procedure or the common statement of philosophy back of it is not raised here except
that it probably puts a strain on "educational
athletics." Hidden financing is not democratic, it is not safe and it is the cause of
frequent misunderstanding and dissatisfat:tion whether justified or not.
Inability to carry on a broad program,
varied program, seems to hinge around certain difficult factors such as finance, facilities, and lack of staff. Another more controllable factor seems to be the question of
extending seasons, principally basketball and
football, beyond their normal range. Some
schools have eliminated conflicts between
sports demands by establishing definite
dates for practice and schedules to start
and to end for each of the sports. In 1948
it was reported that 30 s~tates had such a
policy. Other schools are meeting the problem of staff by having teachers of ll!cademic
subjects or of physical education as coaches
or assistants in sports, with one coordinating
head.
What to do about officials? The far
thinking of the State Association in staging
its clinics and the encouragement given in
some areas to ·b ooking agencies and to increasing standards for officials will do much
to help in this problem. The ",h uman factor"
can't be eliminated, however. The advice
given to schedule the officials early, to use
the contract form supplied by the K.H.S.A.
A., coupled with some humane allowance for
error and a professional attitude toward the
mutually agreed upon official, may help in
this area.
·
The question of sportsmanship as exemplified by the coaoh, by the player and
the fan is acute in some areas. This has been
recognized in many of the athletic and professional education journals, and some fine
suggestions have been made for improving
sportsmanship.
.
Other problems mentioned in interviews
with coaches, to include only a few were:
lack of assistance for medical examinations,
inadequate shower and dressing facilities,
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janitor service, academic e!ilgibilty, inadequate or poor professional preparation, combination auditorium-gymnasiums, competition for services of some boys by coaches and
t•eachers, the principal arranging the sc;hedule without consulting the coach, differences of philosophy of separate coaches of
the same staff toward discipline, lack of
equipment for safe play.
Again quoting Professor Ligon: ''One
basic approach to the problems you face is
an unbounded interest in boys and in their
activities." It would seem tha·t there are
rather hi_g1h correlations between certain
types of problems faced by coaches and the
personalities of the coaches.
Whatever the problems, the perplexing
situations, the dilemmas of the present day
coa·ch, his future is much brighter than that
of •his predecessor. The opportunities for
making coaching a stronger profession are
within the grasp of the pres·e nt day coach.
The interest of general educators in athletics,
stronger state athletic associations and the
concern of professional training schools, augur well for the future. There continues to
be a flow of good quality and increasingly
well trained young men who were influenced
by their high s•chool coaohes and who, in
general, want to do what their coach did,
aid young boys in becoming "men".
EditM's Note: After coaching high sehoul baskethull in In dian a for f ive years, Mauric e Clay f01· the
n ext five y ears w as Dir·ector of PhysiccLl Educaiion
at the College of the Ozar k s. From 1942 to 1946 he
served in the Air Corps as a phy sical fitnes s officer . .
H e w as. in charge of physical education at the Uni·ver sity Tr-aining S chool, L exington, from 1946 tu
1948, an d f or the past tw o :l} ear-s has been Dir-ector
of T eacher Training in Physical Education ut the
Uni·ver~·ity uf K entuck f/ .

Interesting Questionnaire
"Check sports in which you are interested" was the heading of a questionnaire given
180 students of the St. Henry High school
last spring by Eimer Berling., a senior. The
purpose of the questionnaire was to ascertain the popularity of certain sports and
to determine the diversity of interests among
the students. St. Henry boys were interested in boxing, tennis, baseball, basketball,
football, bowling, rifle, swimming, track and
golf. Girls were interested in tennis, volleyball., bowling, cheerleading, swimming and
badminton. Student Berling concluded that
those schools fielding only two or three
teams make it impossible for all students to
participate in at least one extra curricular
activity.
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COACHES, ATTENTION!
We Can Supply You With .Everything
You Need In

FOOTBALL and BASKETBALL
EQUIPMENT
FROM THESE FAMOUS LINES:
MacGregor-Goldsmith
Converse Rubber Co.
Hood Rubber Co.

Cramer Chemical Co.
Bike Web Co.
Imperial Knitting Mills
Johnson &Johnson
Dodge Trophies
Ripon Knitting· Mills
Oxford Sporting Goods Mfg. Co.

IRV. JEFFRIES WILL BE GLAD TA CALL ON YOU AT YOUR CONVENIENCE

TELEPHONE
JA 5161

LEVY BROS.

THE FLYING DUTCHMAN
(Continued from Page Seven)

are a hospitable group though. McNabb,
Arnzen, Tiny Jones, Tom Ellis, Smitty,
Harry Cover and the rest will bl:'eak their
backs to be nice. All the pla;ces are the same
around the trip. When you are in Hazard
stop for a night with two dyed-in-the-wool
fans, Frank and Edie Henley. They'll show
you what hospitality means .
. It's September, and sihortly The Dutchman will. hie himself away to attend H . V.
Porter's basketball clinic at Indianapolis.
It's like a shot in the arm to attend one of
H. V.'s sessions and meet those Indiana officials who are great guys. L. V. Phillips,
Indiana commissioner, will be there along
with a lot of good food which adds up to top
recreation in our book.
Keep your eyes open for those kids who
are overcoming handicaps to engage in
sports, woncha? You can be the means of
one of these game guys receiving a Lionheart
award and being made elig~ble for the GAME
GUY PLAQUE if you'll write the Dutchman as soon as you see one of these deserving battlers. A card or a line to the Flying
Dutchman, Armory Bldg., Louisville 2, Kentucky will do the trick.
See you at the clinks.

MARKET AT 3rd
LOUISVILLE 2, KY.

Extra Equipment Needed?

~an ley
Corn Popping Sftachines
WILL GET IT
WRITE TODAY

1712 LOGAN STREET

CIN CINNATI, OHIO

ATTENTION, FOOTBALL COACHES!
Don't you think that your boys would
know more about the game if each of them
were supplied with a copy of the rules book,
case book, or player handbook? Place your
order now with the State Office.
Official Football Rules
$2.50 per dozen
Football Case Books
$5.00 per dozen
FootbaJl Player Handbook,
$1.00 per dozen

Do YOU Have All Of YOUR Equipment?
For years coaches who waited until the last minute have found that they
needed extra quality merchandise, prompt service and attractive wh olesale prices, and have said: "Contact Hunt's Athletic Goods Co., Phone 103,
Mayfield, Ky."
The football and basketball season is just around the corner. Check over
the items listed below and let us hear from you.
Footballs, helmets, shoulder pads, game jerseys, practice jerseys, game
pants, duck practice pants, cotton practice pants, shoes, hip pads, kidney
pads, rib pads, first-aid supplies, officials' clothing, Bike supporters., adhesive tape, Marty Gilman blocking and tackling dummies, wet and dry
lime markers, white line Stag White either in powdered form or f or wet
markers (and this will not burn), side line jackets, chin straps,., plastic
no3e and face guards, rubber-·coated nose and face guards, kicking t ees,
rubber knee pads, leather or web belts with D rings, innersoles, umpire
h orns, whistles, athletic supporters, carry-all bags, duffle bags, indelible
marking pen sets, football posters, health scales, thigh guards, Ace bandages, Cramer's first-aid supplies, Aire-Fit knee braces, Aire-Fit thigh
guards, foam rubber, Doc's liniment, admission tickets, rubber foot bat hs,
stop watches, bandage cutters, linesmen's chain sets, goal line flags, side
line markers, sweat socks, bruise pads, Safe-Play shadow-proof glas ses,
stencil brushes, stencil ink, powdered resin, surgical s·cissors, bath t owels.
Fair-Play F ig urgTam Foot ball Scoreboards
Only 2 left for delivery before September 10
BASKETBALL SUPPLIES
We would advise every school to place its order now for boys' or g irls '
basketball uniforms. We feature the O'Shea, Goldsmith and Hunt's line;:;,
and our salesman can call to see you with a complete line of samples and
without obligation. When would you like to see him?
Basketballs-Have you tried the Adolph Rupp No. H200 molded basket ball
at $19 .85 '! U sed and endorsed by Coach Adolph Rupp at the University of
Kentucky. Also have the MacGregor Goldsmith and Spalding Last-Bilt.
Let us send you the latest circular and price list on Fair-Play DeLuxe and
Fair-Play Figurgram Basketball Scoreboard.
Our stock is complete on Converse shoes both in white uppers and black
uppers, together with scorebooks, nets, colored-top sweat socks, basketball
posters, knee pads, Adolph Rupp practice pants, etc.
One of our fall and winter catalogs will be mailed to you ;:;hortly after
September 1.

HUNT'S ATHLETIC GOODS CO.
PHONE NO. 103

MAYFIELD, KY.

"Largest Independen t E xclusive Athletic Ho use in the South"

COMPANY, HNC.
LOlJHSVHJLLE ll, KENT'lJCIKY

